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B B C Northern Ireland Learning One Potato,Two Potato Spring 2003

Programme 6
by Isobel Gamble

 Today’s programme looks at a whole range of things which can be seen above us, including  

 clouds, umbrellas, aeroplanes, birds, swings and skyscrapers, illustrated by a variety of  

 poems.

 

Poems
     Way Up There

    Way up there,

    Out of reach.

    As high, as high can be,

    Up in the grey blue sky.

    I sometimes wish 

    That I could touch the clouds

    Ride on them as they fl oat by.

    Clap my hands and make

    The thunder stop!

  Isobel Gamble

    Sudden Storm

    The rain comes in sheets

    Sweeping the streets.

    Here, here and here,

    Umbrellas appear,

    Red, blue, yellow, green,

    They tilt and they lean

    Like mushrooms, like fl owers

    That grow when it showers.

       Elizabeth Coatsworth

  

    Taking Off

    The big plane taxis down the fi eld

    And heads into the breeze.

    It lifts its wheels above the ground

    It skims above the trees.

    It rises high and higher

    Away up towards the sun,

    It’s just a speck against the sky

And now it’s gone!

       (Anon)
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    The Seagull

    Seagull, seagull,

    Riding high,

    What do you see

    With your bold, bright eye?

    I see the sun

    On a winter morning

    Over the edge

    Of the broad sea burning;

    I see the town

    And a church with its steeple,

    And the pavements full

    Of hurrying people.

    The men and women

    And girls and boys

    Look far, far smaller

    Than painted toys.

              I like to glide

    On my wings and stare;

    I like to ride

    On the pillowy air.

    But if you throw me

    A crust or two.

    I’ll come right down

    And eat with you!

       James K Baxter

    Swing Song

    Swing-a-ling high,

    Swing-a-ling low,

    Up in my swing and away I go,

    High in the clouds,

    Up in the blue,

    Sailing along like the song birds do.

    Wind in my hair,

    Wind in my clothes,

    Higher and higher I swing my toes.

    First you look small,

    Then you look tall,

    The higher I go the further I fall.
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    I can see all

    Over the wall,

    I play tig with the tree-tops tall,

    Happy to fl y

    High in the sky,

    I wave to the world as I pass by.

    So it’s swing-a-ling high,

    Swing-a-ling low,

    Up in my swing and away I go.

    I fl y like a bird

    And fall like a stone;

    Swinging is fun when I’m playing alone.

       Grace Crawford

    Totally Fearless

    Hairy spider up the wall,

    Aren’t you scared that you might fall?

    Nah!

    I’m cool, man, I’m cute.

    I’d spin an instant parachute.

       Barry Buckingham

Story

 Leaves were falling - winter was coming.  It was time for little mouse to go indoors.  So he  

 knocked on the door of the ground fl oor apartment.  

 Big Frog opened the door.  “Hello,” he said.  “Can I help you?”

 “Do you have any room to spare?” asked Little Mouse.  “I’m just a little mouse.”

 “I suppose I could squeeze you in,” said Big Frog.

 words for discussion:- a downpour; a ‘speck’ in the sky (an aeroplane); sky scraper; 

 rubbish chute.

       

After the programme

-   Have a brain-storming session and list all the things that can be seen ‘up high’.  They could

    be categorised into natural or manmade objects.

-   Talk about the reasons for some things having to be high up e.g. telegraph and electricity

    poles, chimneys.  
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-   A trip in an aeroplane.  Let some in the class describe the experience.

-   Identify some birds found around the school.

-   Ask the children to imagine they can fl y and describe what can be seen below.

-   Find a spider’s web and examine its complex structure.

-   Collect large and small words, e.g. enormous, huge, vast, colossal, lifesize, tiny, minute,  

    titchy, miniature. 

-   Why are the big shipyard cranes in Belfast called Goliath and Samson?  Why do they have

    to be so tall?

-   Talk about some tall buildings - why are they built like that?  (apartments take up less space

    on the ground); lighthouses, windmills, church spires, castles.

-   Talk about people who work up high - up ladders: (window cleaners and builders); trapeze 

    artist; clown on stilts; people who work on aeroplanes; Father Christmas.

-   Make a collage of pictures of objects which move upwards e.g. rockets, aeroplanes, smoke,    

    lifts, kites.

Story Comprehension

• Who needed a place to sleep?  (Little Mouse)

• Who did they try fi rst?  (Big Frog - in the ground fl oor apartment)

• What happened? (it rained and the fl oor was fl ooded)

• Who else lived in the apartment block?  (Mr Badger on the fi rst fl oor, Mr Otter on the

     second fl oor and Mr Rabbit on the third fl oor).

• Who lived on the top fl oor?  (Mr Cat)

• What were some of the things Little Mouse was afraid might happen if he went in the lift?

     (his whiskers would get caught in the door, his teeth would drop out, his hair would turn 

     white and his tail drop off).

• How did he get down from the fourth fl oor?  (by the rubbish chute).

Northern Ireland Curriculum

 English
 Talking and Listening:  Pupils should have opportunities to: listen to and

      say poems; express thoughts, feelings and opinions

      in response to personal experiences, literature and 

      media and should develop the ability to: present

      ideas and information; discuss features of language 

      e.g. rhyming words.

 

 Geography

 Homes and Buildings:  Pupils should have opportunities to learn about: the

      variety of different buildings in the local area and their

      purposes.

 Jobs and Transport:  Pupils should have opportunities to: discuss the goods 

      and services we use every day; draw a simple picture

      diagram of the journey of a chosen product.
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 The Natural Environment:  Pupils should have opportunities to learn about:

      materials in the natural environment and some common 

      landscape features.

Cross-Curricular Links
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ENGLISH

- discussion

- comprehension

Programme 6: High Up

MATHS

- comparisons

- measurements

GEOGRAPHY

- natural and manmade

environments


